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Background: Changes in ST-segment deviation and heart rate, continuously monitored with a permanently implanted RV apical lead and monitor, 
provide unique information for coronary disease patients. We report on the first 76 patients implanted in the US and Brazil. Monitors provide 
“EMERGENCY” alarms (EAs), triggered by abnormal ST-segment changes at normal heart rates. We review the size and duration of the intracardiac 
ST-segment changes for true positive EAs in relation to clinically relevant recurrent events confirmed by conventional methods.
Methods: Monitors were implanted in 76 high-risk CAD patients. Self-normative ischemia detection thresholds (IDTs) were calculated as 3 
standard deviations of a patient’s normal “ST-shift%” range. ST-shift% is a measure of ST-deviation, relative to the mean ST-deviation over the 
preceding 24-hrs and normalized to R-wave height. EAs occurred when ST-shift% exceeded a patient’s IDT prior to heart rate change. Data were 
retrieved at periodic check-up and alarm-prompted visits. 
Results: During a follow-up period of 187.2 patient-years (median=2.4 yr, range 30 dy-4.4 yr) 21 EAs occurred for recurrent events (defined as 
EKG+, Enzyme+, angiographically confirmed occlusions, or medical conditions requiring intervention). Mean IDTs were -15.9% and 17.5% (with 
positive being larger p<0.01) reflecting asymmetry of normal daily ST-shift%. Mean ST-shift% changes of positive and negative EAs were -22.4% 
and 22.6%, respectively. Mean durations of these changes were 56 and 78 minutes, with 9 EAs (43%) lasting less than 5 minutes. While 4 EAs were 
triggered by changes that exceeded the patient’s IDT by >10%, the median change over IDT was 3.5%. The size and duration of the ST-shift% changes 
did not correspond to the severity of the events as measured using conventional tests. 
Conclusions: Continuous intracardiac monitoring in high-risk ACS patients provides unique clinical information. ST-Segment changes are rare 
events and even short lived changes can reflect medically relevant episodes of ischemia. Further study of the clinical value of real-time ST-deviation 
detection systems will provide a new window of information in high risk patients with CAD.
